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De-Stress, Zen Out and Relax Your Braaaiiiiiins!Welcome, friend, to the soothing marriage of
mindful mandalas and mindless zombies. Zombie Mandala Coloring Book offers you dozens of
intricate, hand-drawn illustrations and designs, perfect for decompressing after a hard dayâ€”when
youâ€™re feeling less than alive and could use a little relaxing â€œreanimationâ€•.
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I'm so freaking excited to color in this book!!! I have a few coloring books, but they're all generic
designs. Stuff you can buy in the store. Floral, animals, nature, etc etc.What about us weirdos that
love zombies/horror/crazy stuff??This book mixes cool designs with stuff that I love!!!I have included
pictures of every coloring page. There are nineteen designs to choose from!If you are considering a
coloring book, GET THIS ONE!! I will definitely post some pictures after I get some colored.

This coloring book is awesome. I got it for my husband who is a fan of zombies. He enjoys the fun
illustrations.Their is only one illustration per sheet of paper which we prefer. The paper isn't thin and
flimsy. Overall, a very cool coloring book.

I am a huge Zombie lover, and this book was perfect for me. I love that the designs were made with
a sense of humor in mind. They are printed on one side, which is perfect if you want to use markers,
just use cardstock between pages so that marker doesn't bleed through onto the next page. Some

of the images are more challenging to color, which I love, as there are small detail. This book is
awesome!

I bought this coloring book for my girlfriend - as I've gotten sucked into the adult coloring book
craze, and have about a half dozen books for myself so far, I decided to get her one she'd enjoy.
Mine are all flowers and swirls, but she likes zombies and horror! (I do, too, but I'm trying to tell
myself not to color in her coloring book.)Most of the designs in this book are great - humorous, dark,
and relaxing while still having that zombie feel. However, some are already heavily shaded, which
makes coloring them with colored pencils pretty difficult. The pages are a little thin for pens, but they
are printed one-sided and we can just put a sheet of paper between pages to prevent bleed-over, so
no big deal there. I am disappointed that the pages don't have perforations - most publishers don't
realize that adults like to hang their artwork up on the walls, apparently! Oh well... It'll be fine for her
night stand.Now, my only real complaint with this book is that there is one design that's like one of
those 3D eye posters from the '90s. I was never really good with those anyway, I think it's a lack of
depth perception or something. Anyway, you can't tell what the picture is - there is too much
linework that's just as dark as the outlines. Eventually, we figured out it was probably a "tattooed
skull", but it took us several minutes to figure it out, and I anticipate we might have to repeat this
process when it comes time to color it in. Of course, we can color it to make it more obvious, but it
shouldn't be a surprise unless it's color-by-numbers or something.Overall, this book isn't bad, and
I'm glad I got it for her. She's pretty happy with it, too, and spent about two hours coloring last night she doesn't usually color with me, she just looks at me like I'm a little old lady while *I* color. But we
actually colored together last night - and we look forward to seeing how all the designs look when
they're colored in.

This coloring book is a funny and un-dead take on adult coloring books, and it does not disappoint.
The mandalas are intricate, and the zombies (and zombie related things!) are included in numerous
interesting ways. The book itself is high quality, and coloring in the different mandalas and zombies
is truly enjoyable. After coloring you can rip out a page, they're one sided prints, and hang it on the
wall or give it to someone for a spooky surprise. The designs are intricate enough that there is
plenty of content to entertain, but not so infuriatingly small that you feel like you're not making
progress. Do keep in mind though, that you will need some colored pencils or fine tipped markers.
This book is not designed for children, crayons, or large markers. However, if that's what you expect
when purchasing this book, you will not be disappointed.

I'm a little burnt on Mandala art but I saw a chance to color zombies so I took it. Here are the two I
like the best from book. Still on the hunt for something with only zombies. Great artwork with a twist
of terror! Colored with prismacolors

Creepy and cool and awesome! My sister in law loves it. It's coloring for adults--amazing. And aside
from it allowing me to create really great patterns and designs--and I was surprised by this, even
though I know it was its purpose--it really helps me calm down. When I'm feeling stressed I can pick
up this coloring book and it gives me something simple yet mentally captivating to do to take my
mind of whatever is stressing, plaguing, or angering me. It has become a really beneficial part of my
mental health routine. I didn't think it would be, it was a longshot, but this coloring book in particular
has really calmed me down, focused my energy, and helped me grow.

I bought this for my tattoo artist so she could relax without actually drawing something. She loved it
and the rest of the artists in the gallery loved it too! Perfect gift for someone who loves the undead.
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